A piecewise-linear function whose definition involves the operators man and min may be reformulated as a 'sum-of-partial-fractions' by use of an algebraic structure 9, and so may be 'rationalized' to become a 'quotient-of-polynomials' in the notation of 3. We show that these 'partial fractions' and 'polynomials' have algebraic properties closely analogous to those of their counterparts in traditional elementary algebra: in particular an analogue of the fundamental theorem of algebra holds. These formal properties lead to straightforward procedures for finding maxima and minima of such functions. 
On the basis of P, to &, one may construct an extensive algebraic theory [S] ; for the present, 'however, suffice it to say that properties Pt to PI0 validate the construction and manipulation of ruti~nal alge6r& expressions following for the most part the ordinary rules of elementary algebra, under the usual conventions regarding brackets, precedence of @ over @ and so on.
It turns out that the function (1.1) assumes the form of a rational function when reformulated in the notation (1.2), and an analysis of the properties of such functions enables us to minimise (1.1) by a very simple procedure [6] .
In the present paper, we shall undertake a more extensive investigation of tine algebraic properties of rational functions over 9, and apply them in particular to the mintmisation of the following piecewise-linear generalisation of (1.1) 44x) = max min (u, + px, vi -px) j= l.....n (1.3) where ul,. . . , u,, are given real numbers and p is a given positive integer.
Our interest in (1.3) derives from the following result. ~fw-max min(q + px, ui -px)( < 8 for all x E I.
j=l . . . ..n
Hence piecewise-linear functions of the form (1.3) are dense in the space of continuous functions on any closed interval, and so give a basis for the analysis of minimax problems for arbitrary continuous functions.
Theorem 1 is discussed in [4]
; a formal proof will be presented in a forthcoming publication on approximation theory.
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Let us now introduce the algebraic structure 9 = (.I, @, @) defined by (1.2) with properties PI to P13, and agree the following notational conventions. An r-fold integral 'power' a@ 0 . c @a of an element a E J will be written a(') to distinguish it from an arithmetic4 power, and its inverse according to P9 and PI0 will be written cL(-'I. Evidently u(') = ra and a(-') = --Iu. By convention, u(O) = 0. If Q, R are algebraic expressions then Q@R(-') will also be written as a 'rational expression': Q = (2.1) R The double fraction-bar suffices to distinguish (2.1), which evidently has the value Q -R, from the arithmetical quotient Q/R. Verbal references to operations (1.2) will always use inverted commas, thus, 'addition', 'multiplication', etc., to distinguish them from arithmetical operations.
We may now express min(x, y) in this notation, by way of illustration: We may call this whole notational system ~CUE ulgebra.
Lemma 2. If x, y E J and t is u positiue infeger then
Proof. (x43 y)(" = 2 madx, y) = mad% ty) = p@ y(t)_ (2.3)
In view of the evident fact that also (X @ y)"' = x(%0 ytt', we remark en passant that the mapping x c-, xtt' is an automorphism of the algebra 9. Thus b& -bj > rjx -rk& whence #k(x) > 4&d. The other cases are proved similarly.
Irredmbcy
With the notation of the previous section, let N a 1. We shall say that & is inesseAal (in (4.6)) for a particular h (0~ h s N) if it holds that:
and & is strictly inessential (in (4.6)) if it holds that:
Otherwise we shall say that &, is essential (in (4.6)). That &, and & are always essential follows from ro< l 9 l <rN; for if @-=, r)--,+= then:
If N = 0, or if N 2 1 and each c#+, is essential in (4.6) (h = 0, . . . , N), we shall say that (4.6) (or (4.2)) is an irredundant expression (for R).
Lemma 5. With the notation of Section 4: (4.6) is not an imdmdant exp~!ssion if and only if R(x) = h(x) for some h (OS h s N).
Proof. Evidently, if (4.6) is not an irredundant expression, then (5.1) holds for some <bh and so for all x:
RWWdx)
(by (4.4), (4.6)) = maJM&)9 &l(x))
~-x-MhJ~), &dx)) (by 6.1) = R(x) (by (k4), (4.6)) IIence R(x) = k(x).
Conversely, if (5.3) holds then for all x : Remark. In (6.2) we have factored out x@@b, to leave q(x) 'manic, with constant term'. The theorem then asserts that such a q(x) may be rendered into 'linear factors' involving the corners & with multiplicities given by ek (R = 1 l l 9 into IV'). Evidently (6.4) implies that e, + l l l -t-e, = r, -r,, so R(x) is resolved rN factors, each of the form x or (x:$/3). We now establish the converse to Theorem 8. Hence by Theo,*em 8, R(x) identically equals i.e. Q(r,, b, S, T; x) =R(x).
Unique f4wWrisation
We have shown that any maxpolynomial R(x) having an irredundant expression has a factorisation (6.3). We now show, first that this factorisation is uniquely determined by R(x), then that such a factorisation exists for any maxpolynomial. are evidently convex sets with two parallel vertical boundaries and one polygonal boundary which is respectively concave or convex. If R(x) has the ix-redundant expression (4.2) with Na 1, for example, the epigraph of its restriction to the interval [&, &] NOW, it is geometrically evident (Fig. 2) that the concave basis for $ is given by its set of extreme points and this is easily demonstrated rigorously by routine arguments. Moreover we can pick out these extreme points sequentially by 'sighting' along the boundary with rays emanating from other extreme points. These considerations yield the following algorithm for determining the set K of indices such that (7.3) gt'ws the inedundant expression for a maxpolynomial R(x) having a given expression (4.2):
Step 1. Accept 0 into K.
Step 2. If the last index accepted into K was N, stop.
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Step 3, Otherwise let the last index accepted into K be k. Accept now into K the greatest index k' (k < k's IV) for which (& -bk)/(+ -. rk) is maximal. Return tc Step 2.
Suppose by way of example that in (4.6) we have N= 4 and &J(x) = 1+2x, c#qx) = 2 + 3x, On graphing the function as in Fig. 4 , we see that +1 is inessential and +3 is strictly inessential. Fig. 2 plots (rk, h) from (9.2), showing that (tI, b,), (r3, b3) lie in the concave hypograph of the three extreme points (rO, &,), (r2, bz) and (r,,, bJ which are concavely independent. An easy modification of the argument leading to Theorem 14 shows, as Fig. 2 illustrates, that strictly inessential terms give rise to interior points of the concave hypograph, whilst non-strictly inessential terms give rise to boundary points which are not extreme points (compare Fig. 2 and Fig. 4) . Remark. From (4.5) it is evident that the ratios (h#-II&(Q-rk) for consecutive accepted indices k, k' are just the corners & with changed sign. Applying the algorithm to the data of (9.2), we fkst accept 0 into K then we examine the ratios:
5.
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These correspond to 'sighting' the other points (Q, h) by a ray from (Q,, bO). The largest ratio (= 1) gives a ray along the boundary AO, A2 and the greatest index for which this ratio is achieved gives the point A*. We accept 2 into K and consider: lo4 -3 -= 2-4,-l 6-5 ' 7-5 * Thus we accept 4 = N into K and the algorithm is finished. So the irredundant form for R(x) is given by R(n)= l@x'" @ 4&P @ 2&c"'.
(9.3 j
The comers are minus the 'accepted ratios', already computed by the algorithm; the orders are the denominators of those ratios. Hence the factorisation following Theorem 8 is:
( 9.4) We remark on the evident duality between the convex epigraph of the (&, R(a)) (k E K) and the concave hypograph of the (rk, &) (k E K); in fact they are related by a discrete form of Fen&Z conjugacy. This conjugacy, and its algebraic expression, will be explored in a future publication.
Finally, if Na 2, for each integer j (rO < j < I&, let ai be such that (j, q) is a boundary point of the concave hypograph (so if j is rk E K then q = h); and let pro = bO, s = b. We can evidently deduce the following, using Theorem 14 and Corollary 15. With these values for the CjS consider the value of the right-hand side of (10.9) for, say:
Using ( If we resolve the numerator P(x), given by (10.6), into 'linear factors' (by e.g. the procedures of Section 9) we find P(x)= lo~(x-~o)Qp(x~2)~(~~8~.
(11.1) Thus P(x) has the factor (x@O)@(x@8) in common with the denominator Q(x) given by (10.3). We may cancel this factor in P(x)//Q(x) and 'multiply out' Proof. Given (11.15), we can, if necessary, remove inessential terms until the resulting expression (11.16) is irredundant. Let (11.17) be any irredundant expression for U(x). If L # H, assume fkst that we can find h E H\L. If 4 were 'added' to (11.16), it would be inessential, hence by Lemma 18 we can find a k E L such that we must have h' = h. But then cj, = ck and C~ -8,, = ck -4 so that h = k by the theorem hypothesis, contradictirig h E H\L. So H\L must be empty and SO, similarly, is L\H. Hence (11.17 ) is irredundant if and only if L = H. Now let (11.17) be any expression for U(x). Since we may cast out inessential terms and arrive at an irredundant expression which can only be (11.16), we infer H 2 L. And if h E H\L, then (11.18) holds because jeH jcL
Conversely, any expression (11.17) with H I> L, whereby (11.18) holds, clearly gives an expression for U(X). Now it is clear thatt we can develop an algebraic system dual to max algebra by using the functions x@'y = n&(x, y) and x@ y = x + y. Analogues of the axioms and notations of Sections 1 and 2 apply in the obvious way and the resulting system can be called 'min alg,ebra' [SJ.
So if IV = M and neither (12.1) nor (12.2) contains strictly inessential terms we given by (3.3) . Among terms having identical value for 4 (if this arises) we rvtay cancel all but one, i.e. one with greatest value of cj, the others being inessentiat bj Lemma 18. Suppose this has already been done In (3.3) and that indices are alkxated so that aI < l l l <IS,, if n > 1. Let Q(x) be defined by (10.8) and let P(x) be a maxpolynominal satisfying (10.9). Let the linear factorisation of P(x) be given by (10.7) and let us now cancel between P(x) and Q(x) any common linear factors (with due regard to multiplicities). Let L be the set of indices j for which (x@ cyi) is not cancelled. If L is non-empty then the local minimum points of e(x) are exactly the aj (Jo 5) and: An algebra for piecewise-linear minimax problems 293 For x < Si, this function equals x +2g + 2 crml cw;-2 ZZt 8: and so has unit gradient. As x passes through a comer of Q'(x), it follows from (13.5) and Corollary 7 that the slope of g(x) decreases by 2 and similarly as x passes through a romer of P'(X), the slope of s(x) increases by 2. From (13.2) therefore we see that the slope of e(x) changes from +1 to -1 at each 8; and from -1 to +l at each CX;, and is otherwise constant. Hence the cw; (k = 1, . . . , m), i.e. the CX~ (j E L), are exactly the local minimum points of s(x) and therefore also of: fax)= .Qw pv" = xfP)@ ( u(x))'2p' Now, we may produce an irredundant expression far U(x) in two ways: first by cancelling inessential terms (if any) from (3.3); second by applying the construction (10.11) to P'(x), Q'(x) which have no common factor. Theorem 21 shows that these must have the same result, so the Cj with je L in (3.3) are exactly the c; (say) with k = 1,. . . , m + 1 produced by construction (10.11) applied to P'(X), Q'(x). Now for k = 1,. . . , m:
(13.6) This 'summation' contains terms of three possible kinds: From (10.12), (10.13), (10.14) and (13.2) we see that the central term in (13.7) is greatest, so: U(0;) = CL-CXL = Cj -cyi for some j E L.
And for each j E L:
#(aj) = a:"'@( U((yi))(2p) = 2pC, -pcxi* Now the minimum value of Jr(x) is the least of its values at its local minimum points, so (13.1) follows.
As an example, consider the minimisation of:
rl/(x) =max [min(2x, 32 -2x), min( 16 + 2x, 20 -2x), min( 16 + 2x, 16-2x) , min( 12 + 2x, 40 -2x), min(4 + 2x, 32 -2x)].
